Abstract—The increasing complexity of embedded operating systems is pushing their design to System-Level, leading to the convergence between software and hardware. In such scenario, it is highly desirable to verify system properties formally, regardless of whether their components are going to be implemented in software or hardware. In this paper, we introduce an approach to verify functional correctness and safety properties of embedded operating system components formally and at System-Level. In order to demonstrate our approach, we present a scheduler of an embedded operating system showing that such scheduler follows its specification regardless of the domain it is instantiated. The verified code was subsequently compiled using GCC yielding a software instance and using CatapultC yielding a hardware instance of the scheduler.

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing complexity of embedded systems is pushing their design to higher levels of abstraction, leading to the development of methodologies that are known to work at the System-Level, where there is no distinction between software and hardware [1], [2]. In such scenario, it is highly desirable to verify system properties formally, regardless of whether their components are going to be implemented in software or hardware.

Two main classes of properties for formal verification are functional correctness and safety. Functional correctness aims to check if a given implementation follows its specification (also referred as contract). Safety aims to check if there is an execution path which leads the component to an error state. An error state can be caused, for example, by buffer overflows (e.g. while array bounds are surpassed), and by violating pointer safety (e.g. while dereferencing a null pointer).

In this paper, we introduce an approach to verify functional correctness properties, and safety properties of embedded system components formally and at System-Level. In our proposal, a contract is composed by class invariants and method preconditions and postconditions as it is proposed by contract programming [3]. Such contract is specified in C++, the same language used for the implementation of components. Both specification and implementation are translated to the internal representation of the C Bounded Model Checker (CBMC) [4] and then, formally checked. Besides verifying functional correctness properties, specified by the component contract, CBMC also checks for safety properties such as the absence of buffer overflows, and pointer safety.

In order to demonstrate our approach, we describe the scheduler of the Embedded Parallel Operating System (EPOS) [2] showing that it follows its specification regardless of being instantiated in software or hardware.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: Section II makes an overview of formal verification techniques for System Level Design (SLD), and formal verification of embedded systems components; Section III presents our approach for System-Level verification; Section IV evaluates our approach for the scheduler of an embedded operating system; Section V closes the paper with our final considerations.

II. RELATED WORKS

In the last few years, advances in Electronic Design Automation (EDA) techniques and tools are allowing hardware synthesis from high-level behavioral models. This process, known as High-level Synthesis (HLS), allows designers to describe hardware components using programming languages such as C++ and Java, and System-Level Description Languages (SLDLs) such as SystemC and SpecC [1].

As HLS allows for hardware components to be described using programming languages, descriptions can now be verified using tools based on Software Model Checking. In Software Model Checking, a program is translated into a logical formula. Properties about the target program can be described in such logics, directly in the programming language (e.g. by using assert expressions), or even automatically generated by analyzing constructions of the programming language, such as arrays and pointers. Then, the logical formula representing the program is combined with given properties, generating Verification Conditions (VCCs) that are passed to a satisfiability (SAT) solver or to a theorem prover. Finally, it is determined if all properties of the program are true or not. In the latter case, a counter-example is generated, demonstrating the execution path where the property is false. Are examples of tools that use software model checking concepts for checking C/C++ programs: Blast (C only) [5], CBMC (used in this work) [4], LLBMC [6], and SATABS [7].

Model checking and other verification approaches also have been applied to SLDLs such as SystemC and Spec. One of the approaches transforms SLDLs in C++ and then uses software model checking tools. That is the case of the KRATOS model checker [8], and the Scoot tool [9], both
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targeting SystemC descriptions. A similar strategy is used by Clarke for verifying SpecC descriptions [10]. Besides C++, other languages are used as intermediate to model checking SLDLs descriptions. For example, the Afra tool [11] translates SystemC descriptions to the Rebeca modeling language that can be latter checked by the Modere model checker which uses Computation Tree Logic (CTL) and Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) to specify properties target of verification.

Using the ideas aforementioned, Fujita et al. present the verification of synchronization properties for the Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) [12]. In Fujita’s work, the SpecC description of PPP is translated into Boolean SpecC and then subjected to model checking techniques. On the operating system realm, Klein et al. present the results of the L4.Verified project, which accomplished the verification of the seL4 micro-kernel used in embedded systems [13]. The strategy used by the L4.Verified project was to translate the C implementation of into the Simpl language [14] implemented using High-Order Logic (HOL) on the Isabelle theorem prover [15]. Then, using Isabelle, invariants about the representation of the operating system components were proved. The L4.Verified project also had proved, using refinement, that such Simpl description of components were equivalent to higher level descriptions, also described using HOL. Similarly to the L4.Verified project, Cohen presents the verification of functional correctness of Microsoft’s Hyper-V virtualization platform and SYSGO’s embedded real-time operating system PikeOS [16]. Cohen’s approach proposes a logics to express Locally Checked Invariants (LCI). LCI are used to assign to a component target of verification a predicate over pairs of states expected to hold that are then checked using the VCC theorem prover [17]. Gotsman et al. propose the modular verification of preemptive kernels, running in a multiprocessor system [18]. Gotsman’s approach propose two proof systems, one called high-level, in which all processes have their own virtual CPU, and other called low-level in which the number of processors is fixed. The high-level proof system is then used to reason about the schedulable code, and the lower-level proof to reason about the scheduling itself, separating the scheduler from the rest of the kernel. Although the proposal is to verify mainstreams operating systems such as Linux, FreeBSD, and XNU, all theory presented in the paper is developed around an assembly language of a fictional machine.

At this work, we propose the verification of functional correctness properties and safety properties of components described at System-Level. Differently from [13] and [16], the language used to express the component’s contract is the same used for the component’s implementation, that is C++. Therefore, there is no need to proof refinement from higher levels of the specification. Also, because we choose to use a programming language to specify contracts, no special knowledge on formal logics is required from the designers in order to express the component’s expected behavior.

### III. Proposal

As pointed out in Section II, recent progress in High-Level Synthesis tools and techniques are enabling the generation of hardware components from C++ descriptions. Furthermore, C++ has been used as a mainstream language for developing embedded software. Therefore, we have chosen the C++ language to describe embedded system components which are going to be subject of formal verification. However, as we explain in Section V, the general ideas of our approach can be applied to other SLDLs, such as SystemC and SpecC.

Our proposed approach for formal verification of embedded systems components can be divided in three main stages: first one writes the contract of the component to be verified, then one instruments the component implementation with such contract, finally one executes software bounded model checking to verify if the component implementation respects its contract. The next paragraphs detail the process.

According to our approach, the component contract is written in C++ using assertions (assert expressions). A contract is composed by the invariants of the class that defines the component, and by a set of preconditions and postconditions (one for each public method). Class invariants are defined as a set of assertions that are always true for all instances of a class. The preconditions of a method are defined as a set of assertions that need to be true in order to the method execute. Similarly, the postconditions of a method are defined as a set of assertions that need to be true in case the method terminates normally. The assertions of the preconditions and postconditions can reason about the method’s parameter, return value, and object state. Figure 1 shows an example of contract for the insert method of a queue class. The invariants method implements the class invariants, which, in the example, states that such queue is never empty.

The main disadvantage of writing contracts directly on the component class, as represented by Figure 1, is the additional code that the contract adds in to the component. While such code is needed during the verification phase, its presence might be undesired while the component is been used in a running system, since such additional code means a higher resource usage (such as memory and energy), maybe demanding more that the original embedded system was projected for. While the assertion expressions can be disabled if implemented using macros from the C preprocessor, as is the case of the standard C library (assert.h file for C or cassert file for C++), some other more complex contracts cannot. That is the case, for example, of the expression

```c
assert(size() == size_at_pre + 1);
```

of Figure 1, since it depends on the definition of a new variable (size_at_pre) not present in the original method, but needed to express the method’s contract.

As an alternative for writing contracts directly on the component class, one can face the instrumentation of a component for verification by placing such component in a scenario for verification, which we named the Verified Scenario, shown
void insert(int obj) {
    // preconditions
    unsigned int size_at_pre = size();
    assert(! contains(obj));

    // Class invariants
    invariants();

    // Method's implementation
    // ...

    // Class invariants
    invariants();

    // postconditions
    assert(size() == size_at_pre + 1);
    assert(contains(obj));
}

void invariants() {
    assert(size() >= 1);
}

Figure 1. Example of contract

by Figure 2. Verified Scenario is implemented using the Scenario Adapter pattern [19]. The client (Client) class of a component access its methods though the scenario adapter (ScenarioAdapter), which extends the desired implementation of a certain component. For each public method of the component, the ScenarioAdapter, applies the pattern shown at the implementation of the method operation. It calls the preconditions of such method before calling the actual method, and calls postconditions after the actual method is called. The actual method is called through delegation (ComponentImp::operation()). It also calls the invariants just before and just after calling the actual method, in order to guarantee that the method’s implementation does not violate the class invariants. The VerifiedScenario, which is composed together with the ScenarioAdapter through inheritance, is the one that contains all methods preconditions and postconditions and the class invariants. Such preconditions, postconditions and invariants can be faced as aspects that change the behavior of a method making it “verifiable”. The VerifiedScenario groups such contract aspects together also using inheritance.

The main advantage of using the scenario adapter pattern to instrument a component with its contract is the possibility of enabling and disabling such instrumentation easily. In order to enable the instrumentation all it is necessary to do is to create a type alias.

typedef ScenarioAdapter<ComponentImp> ComponentImp;

As the scenario adapter implements the public interface of the Component interface, the client class accesses the verified version of the component as usually.

The verification proposed in this work is made in an offline form (i.e. before the component is on a running system) by performing software model checking on the C++ code. Therefore, the running version of the component does not need its contract anymore (since it was already proved on the verification phase that the component follows its contract). However, one can choose to keep the instrumented version of the component at run-time to reuse its contract, for example, for monitoring proposes or for unit testing. This is feasible as long the additional code generated by the component’s contract is taken into consideration while designing the embedded system.

The tool we have chosen to perform software model checking on embedded system components was the C Bounded Model Checker (CBMC) which handles C++ as input and has the source code available [4]. The component implementation, already instrumented with its contract, is translated by CBMC into a logical formula by a process called symbolic simulation. While performing this translation, CBMC also performs static analysis on the source code generating properties to be checked. Among these properties, one can find the user defined assertions which, in our case, compose the component’s contract and safety properties such as array bound check and pointer safety check. Then, the logical formula representing the component is combined to the properties generated by CBMC, generating VCCs. Finally, CBMC invokes an SAT solver which determines if the component properties are true
We have verified functional correctness properties and safety properties of the EPOS’s scheduler. The functional correctness properties are specified by the scheduler’s contract, which is composed by the class invariant

\[\text{assert(Base::size() >= 0)};\]

meaning that the `ready` queue could never have a negative number of schedulable objects, and by the preconditions and postconditions of each public method of the `Scheduler` class, shown at the Table I. The assertions are presented in C++ syntax as they are implemented. Some variable assignments are omitted for the sake of the presentation. Variables using the suffix “at_pre” contain the value obtaining while the method’s preconditions were checked (and before the execution of the method’s body). The protected method `contains` checks whether the `ready` queue contains the schedulable object passed as parameter. The safety properties of the scheduler contract are related to array bounds and pointer safety and are automatically generated by CBMC.

We have instrumented the scheduler for verification using the `Verified Scenario` as described in Section III. Then we have used CBMC to check the scheduler implementation already instrumented with its contract. From the scheduler contract, CBMC has generated VCCs related to functional correctness properties, and by analyzing the source code CBMC has generated VCCs related to array bounds and pointer safety. All VCCs hold, proving the scheduler correctness and safety properties.

The verified code was subsequently compiled using GCC yielding a software instance and using the HLS tool CatapultC [22] to yielding a hardware instance of the scheduler.

\[\text{assert(Base::size() >= 0)};\]

In this paper, we have introduced an approach to verify functional correctness properties, and safety properties of embedded system components formally and at System-Level. The functional correctness properties of a component are expressed by its contract containing class invariants, and preconditions and postconditions for each public method. The safety properties are automatically generated by the CBMC model checker, used in this work. The component target of verification is instrumented with its contract using the `Verified Scenario`, and the resulting component is verified by CBMC.

We have chosen the C++ language for implementing the component and for specifying its contract thus, no special knowledge about formal methods is required from the component designer.

Although we have chosen C++ and CBMC, we believe that the general ideas of our approach can easily be adapted for other languages and model checkers. In the case of using SystemC, the verified scenario can be directly applied, since SystemC is implemented as a C++ library. In the case of SpecC, the verified scenario can be applied by using aggregation instead of inheritance in order to compose the verification aspects with the `Verified Scenario`, and the `Verified Scenario`
with the ScenarioAdapter. Then, any model checker supporting such languages and supporting user-defined assertions can be used.

In order to evaluate out approach we have formally verified the scheduler component of the EPOS embedded operating system. A software version of such scheduler can be obtained using the GCC compiler and, using HLS tools, a hardware version can be synthesized from the same scheduler description.

In this paper, we have presented the verification of the scheduler independently of the object been schedule. As future directions for this work we planning on verifying thread abstractions of the operating system thus, verifying the whole task scheduling of the system.
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